Highlights d The tectal motor map in zebrafish larvae is topographically organized d A cellular resolution anatomical atlas of tectal projection neurons is generated d Segregated tectal output pathways convey looming/dimming and prey-likeinformation d Retinotopically organized tectal projections relay prey location to the hindbrain SUMMARY The brain converts perceptual information into appropriate patterns of muscle activity depending on the categorization and localization of sensory cues. Sensorimotor information might either be encoded by distributed networks or by ''labeled lines'' connecting sensory channels to dedicated behavioral pathways. Here we investigate, in the context of natural behavior, how the tectum of larval zebrafish can inform downstream premotor areas. Optogenetic mapping revealed a tectal motor map underlying locomotor maneuvers for escape and approach. Single-cell reconstructions and high-resolution functional imaging showed that two spatially segregated and uncrossed descending axon tracts selectively transmit approach and escape signals to the hindbrain. Moreover, the approach pathway conveys information about retinotopic target coordinates to specific premotor ensembles via spatially ordered axonal projections. This topographic organization supports a tectum-generated space code sufficient to steer orienting movements. We conclude that specific labeled lines guide objectdirected behavior in the larval zebrafish brain.
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In Brief
Helmbrecht et al. identify neural pathways connecting the tectum to target areas. Combining optogenetics, imaging, and single-cell reconstructions, they assign behavioral functions to distinct classes of projection neurons conveying information about valence and location of visual objects to premotor circuits. 
Dimming/looming

INTRODUCTION
One of the most fundamental decisions animals are faced with is whether to approach an attractive stimulus, such as a prey item, or to escape from an aversive stimulus, such as a predator or an object on a collision course. In addition to this binary valence decision, the behavior needs to be finely tuned in spatial coordinates to attain the animal's goal, such as catching prey or swimming to safety. Thus, two processes take place. One, the stimulus is categorized, and this categorical information is mapped onto a specific motor ensemble, driving behavior toward or away from the object. Two, the stimulus is localized, and this spatial information is converted into a graded motor output to steer the direction of movements. We show here that these two processes are carried out in parallel via distinct tectofugal pathways in the visuomotor system of larval zebrafish, and we describe a topographic principle underlying this transformation.
Previous work has identified the optic tectum, which is called the superior colliculus in mammals, as a central hub executing visuomotor transformations (Basso and May, 2017) . Tectal control of orienting movements has been studied in several vertebrates, including mammals (DeSouza et al., 2011; Freedman et al., 1996) , birds (du Lac and Knudsen, 1990) , amphibians (Ingle, 1983; Masino and Grobstein, 1989) , and adult goldfish (Herrero et al., 1998) . In the superficial layers of the teleost tectum, projections from retinal ganglion cells form a map of visual space in retinotopic coordinates. As in other vertebrates, deeper layers contain a motor map; focal stimulation evokes coordinated body and eye movements toward the corresponding position in visual space. Most studies postulate that the output signal of the motor map is a ''space code'' whereby the focus of tectal activity defines the required movement to reach a target (Klier et al., 2001; Sadeh et al., 2015) . However, how this space code is conveyed to hindbrain premotor structures to modulate orienting movements has not yet been elucidated. We show here, in larval zebrafish, that the organization of the tectal motor map is maintained in a topographic gradient of fibers across the tectofugal tract.
During hunting behavior, zebrafish larvae engage in finely tuned turning maneuvers to orient toward prey (Patterson et al., 2013) , and this task requires an intact tectum (Gahtan et al., 2005; Roeser and Baier, 2003; Semmelhack et al., 2014) . In zebrafish and rats, the tectum is also involved in the sensorimotor decision to approach or avoid a novel visual object (Barker and Baier, 2015; Bianco and Engert, 2015; Felsen and Mainen, 2012; Gahtan et al., 2005; Temizer et al., 2015) . Different descending pathways from the tectum have been proposed to route this behavior selection to the reticular formation. The contralateral (crossed) tectobulbar tract has been implicated in approach behavior (i.e., pursuit of prey) and the uncrossed tectobulbar tract in aversive behavior (i.e., escape from a predator) (Huerta and Harting, 1984; Ingle, 1983; Pé rez-Pé rez et al., 2003) . Consistent with this notion, lesions of the uncrossed tract impaired escape (Ellard and Goodale, 1988) . Lesions of the crossed tract, however, only mildly affected orienting movements (Dean et al., 1986; Ellard and Goodale, 1988) , and the corresponding neurons are not visually responsive in rodents (Westby et al., 1990) . As a result of these dissonant findings, the functions of the various tectofugal tracts in orienting movements are still debated (Dean et al., 1989; Kostyk and Grobstein, 1987) . We show here that spatially segregated fiber bundles in the ipsilateral tectobulbar tract carry signals mediating escape and approach behavior, respectively. We further reveal the morphologies, laminar inputs, and projection patterns of different functional classes of tectofugal neurons. Our work thus adds cellular resolution knowledge about the tectal outputs that underlie goal-directed behavior.
RESULTS
Focal Optogenetic Activation of Tectal Neurons Triggers Either of Two Distinct Motor Outcomes
To establish that the zebrafish larval tectum contains a motor map similar to that of adult goldfish (Herrero et al., 1998; Saitoh et al., 2007) , we employed an optogenetic mapping strategy (Arrenberg et al., 2009; Kubo et al., 2014; Schoonheim et al., 2010; Thiele et al., 2014; Figure 1A) . Optic fiber stimulation of tectal regions in 5-7 days post fertilization (dpf) larvae expressing ChR2 in most tectal neurons (Gal4s1013t X UAS:ChR2-mCherry; Scott and Baier, 2009 ) triggered swim bouts that resembled either approach swims or escapes ( Figure 1B ). Stimulating a different population of tectal neurons by moving the optic fiber to a different position often resulted in a different behavior, demonstrating that the same tectum was able to control both escapes and approaches (Video S1).
Consistent with our qualitative interpretation of the behavior, cluster analysis of the maximum tail amplitude and mean bout angle (a proxy for the directionality of bouts) from all induced swims (n = 484 from 28 fish) revealed that the two classes of bouts were clearly segregated in the component space (Figure 1C ; Figures S1A, S1C, and S1D). Escapes showed tail deflections with amplitudes of more than 50 and directed ipsilateral to the stimulation side, as indicated by negative mean bout angles (i.e., turning left when the left tectum is stimulated) (Figures 1C and 1D) . Approaches, on the other hand, were characterized by smaller oscillations resembling directed forward swims, similar to swims described after an initial J-turn (Patterson et al., 2013) , displaying a broader distribution along the ipsi-contralateral axis but skewed to the side that was contralateral to the stimulated tectum (Figures 1C and 1D) . Cluster analysis further showed that approach bouts appeared with a shorter delay and lower tail beat frequency compared with escapes (Figure S1B) . Although ChR2+ fish responded more than four of five times during the stimulation (85.9% ± 2.5%), ChR2-fish responded only rarely (3.9% ± 1.2%). These responses were probably not stimulus-induced but due to spontaneous bouts that coincided with the laser stimulation ( Figure 1E ; **p = 1.3 3 10 À6 ).
Retinotopic Coordinates Are Integrated with Viewing Direction to Elicit Graded Orientation Turns
Having established that tectum activation is sufficient to trigger escapes and approaches, we first asked whether behavior outcomes depended on the anterior-posterior position of the stimulated population. To label the stimulation site, we co-expressed photo-activatable GFP (paGFP) along with ChR2. This allowed us to photo-activate cells around the stimulation spot after each of our experiments ( Figure 1F ). We used the center of mass of the activated paGFP to estimate the photostimulation site within the tectum. First, we noted that escapes were triggered only in more posterior regions ( Figure S1F ), whereas approaches could be induced in all areas of the tectum ( Figure 1G ). Furthermore, for approach swims, we found that the directionality of bouts was correlated with the location of the stimulated cell population along the anterior-posterior axis of the tectum (**p = 3.4 3 10 À4 ). In animals in which we stimulated the most anterior part of the tectum, the triggered approaches were symmetric (i.e., forward swims) or sometimes even slightly ipsiversive. Stimulating increasingly more posterior regions resulted in increasingly larger turning angles of the bouts to the contralateral side ( Figure 1G ; Figure S1E ). This correlation suggests that retinotopic coordinates of the visual stimulus are transformed into a directed motor command within a continuous motor map for approaches.
Studies in primates have shown that viewing direction (i.e., initial eye position) affects head movements initiated by the tectum (Freedman et al., 1996; Klier et al., 2001) . We wondered whether the same is true for the direction of tail movements in zebrafish larvae. To address this, we carried out optogenetic stimulations of the tectum in animals in which the eyes were free to move. Here the fish repeatedly changed their gaze following spontaneous saccades. We discovered that stimulating the exact same population of tectal cells resulted in a change in the direction of the induced swim bout depending Figure 1 . Optogenetic Mapping of the Tectum Reveals a Motor Map (A) Schematic drawing of the optogenetic setup. Zebrafish larvae (5-7 dpf; Gal4s1013t; UAS:ChR2-mCherry; UAS:paGFP) are head-embedded in agarose, whereas the tail is free to move. A 50-mm optic fiber is used to stimulate ChR2-expressing tectal neurons at 473 nm while the behavior is recorded at 344 fps. (B) Optogenetic activation of tectal neurons triggers behavior. Different elicited behavioral outcomes are shown as time projections along with the corresponding tail kinematics. Fish were stimulated for 3 s (blue background). (C) Characterization of the behavior. DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise) clustering of the mean bout angle and maximum amplitude of the first bouts triggered in each stimulation reveal two kinematically distinct behavioral outcomes: approaches and escapes. On each axis, the probability density functions are displayed for the two behaviors. (D) Average of maximum amplitudes and mean bout angles for the different clusters of behavior. (E) Response probabilities for ChR2-expressing and non-expressing fish (**p = 1.3 3 10 À6 ). (F) Fish co-expressing ChR2 (red) and paGFP were used to mark the stimulated region by photoconverted paGFP (white) after photostimulation with ChR2. (G) The mean bout angle increases with stimulations along the anterior-posterior axis (n = 20 fish), estimated by the center of gravity of photoactivated neurons. on the initial position of the contralateral eye (average position over 200 ms before stimulation onset) ( Figures 1H and 1I ; n = 8 fish, **p = 7.4e À4 ). For most eye positions, the mean tail deflection was directed away from the stimulated tectum (as indicated by positive mean bout angles). However, a nasal eye orientation combined with optogenetic stimulation of the anterior tectum, often resulted in ipsiversive tail beats (negative mean bout angles). For example, when the fish was looking left, photostimulation of the anterior part of the right tectum resulted in a swim to the left. When the fish was looking right, stimulation of the same position evoked a swim slightly to the right. To explore whether the induced tectal activity is influenced by the viewing direction of the animal, we recorded neural activity by GCaMP6s calcium imaging in the tectum in response to optogenetic stimulation while simultaneously tracking the animal's eye and tail movements ( Figure S2 ; see below; detailed experimental protocol in the STAR Methods). Interestingly, the induced spatial activity patterns in the tectum were statistically indistinguishable regardless of whether the contralateral eye was rotated nasally or temporally (Figures S2C and S2D) . Together, these findings suggest that the zebrafish motor map steers tail movements toward the retinotopic location of the visual object using eye-centered coordinates. Consequently, the integration of retinotopy with viewing direction is probably occurring downstream of the tectum (e.g., in the well-characterized velocity-to-position neural integrator circuit of the hindbrain; see Discussion).
Specific Neurons in the Caudal Hindbrain Receive Tectal Orientation Commands
During an approach, the fish turns and swims toward the position of the stimulus. Such swim and turn maneuvers might be mediated by V2a neurons in the caudal hindbrain (Kimura et al., 2013) . Intriguingly, the eye position integrator neurons are also situated in this part of the hindbrain (Lee et al., 2015) . We therefore predicted that the downstream neurons activated by tectal orientation commands would largely reside in the contralateral caudal hindbrain. To test this prediction, we combined simultaneous 2-photon whole-brain GCaMP6s imaging, optogenetic ChR2 activation of tectal neurons, and behavior tracking ( Figure 2A ). With this approach, we could consistently evoke approach-like behavior ( Figures 2B and 2C ). The acquisition protocol consisted of 90 s of behavioral and functional recordings of an individual plane, and every plane was imaged at least three times. During each sweep, short phases of optogenetic stimulation were started manually and turned off automatically as soon as the fish responded ( Figure 2C , cyan shading). To remove spontaneous bouts coinciding with stimulations, we applied a kernel density estimation to all induced bouts ( Figure 2B , background shadings) and only used bouts placed in a density of more than 95%.
With this behavioral segmentation, we analyzed our functional imaging data using linear regression models. We first defined individual regions of interest (ROIs) as clusters of co-active pixels using time series correlations of each pixel with its neighboring pixels . We created regressors for individual bouts and one regressor for the stimulation and calculated corresponding scores (score = coefficient 3 R 2 ) for each ROI ( Figure S3A ; STAR Methods). Using these scores, we classified the response of each ROI as either stimulation-correlated or behavior-correlated by calculating a ''stimulation versus behavior'' index (SB index; Figures 2D and 2E, green cells, correlated with stimulation; Figures S3A, S3C , and S3D). By inspection of the raw imaging data, most of these ROIs corresponded to single cell bodies, and behavior-correlated ROIs were located predominantly in the reticular formation of the caudal hindbrain ( Figure 2D ; Figure S3D ). To find cells that were involved in the initiation of the induced behavior, we calculated an ''induced versus spontaneous'' index (IS index; Figures S3A, S3C, and S3D; Figures 2D and 2E , magenta cells, correlated with induction of behavior). Applying this classification to several imaging planes ( Figure S3D ) from three fish revealed a slightly lateralized distribution (62.9%, *p = 4.0 3 10 À2 ) of the cells involved in the initiation of contralateral turns in a circumscribed region of the contralateral reticular formation ( Figure 2F , right; Figure 2E , magenta cells; Figure S3D ). From these findings, we conclude that stimulated tectal neurons drive activity in premotor cells of the reticular formation in the contralateral caudal hindbrain, from where the motor commands are conveyed to the spinal cord.
The Tectal Projectome Reveals the Anatomical Substrate of Sensorimotor Transformations
We hypothesized that escape and approach commands are relayed to premotor areas via direct axonal projections from the tectum to the reticular formation. To identify such pathways anatomically, we generated a single-cell atlas of tectofugal neurons. We used an established method for genetic single-cell Figures S2A, S2B , and S2D). The color map indicates ROIs that are best correlated to the stimulation (green) versus the induced behavior (magenta). (F) Proportion of ROIs found in the ipsilateral or contralateral hemisphere in relation to the stimulated tectum. ROIs correlated with induced behaviors were found significantly more (*p = 0.04) in the contralateral hemisphere, whereas spontaneous behaviors showed equally good correlations with ROIs in both hemispheres. The scale bars represent 100 mm. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. See also Figure S3 . I II  III  IV V VI  VII labeling, BGUG (Scott et al., 2007) , which resulted in stochastic labeling of single or few Gal4s1013t cells with membrane-tethered GFP in a Tg(elavl3:lyn-tagRFP) background. The lyn-tagRFP reporter primarily labels the neuropil and can be used as a reference channel for registration of individual GFP-labeled cells to a standard brain across different fish ( Figures 3A and 3B ). Tracing the neurons and mirroring them to one hemisphere, we generated an atlas containing 133 single projection neurons aligned in a common coordinate system (Figures 3C and 3E; Figure S4C) . The superimposed traces of all individual neurons reproduce the anatomically discernible projection pattern of fish larvae from the Gal4s1013t;UAS:ChR2-mCherry cross, which we used for our optogenetic experiments (Figures S4A and S4B) . This suggests that most or all tectofugal projection patterns are represented in this dataset.
We detected individual tectofugal axons in the following output pathways: postoptic commissure, intertectal commissure, ipsilateral tectobulbar tract (iTB), contralateral tectobulbar tract (cTB), tecto-pretectal tract, tecto-tegmental tract, and optic tract. Tectofugal axons projected to 17 major brain areas, which received collaterals from individual cells in various combinations. Among the tectorecipient regions are areas situated in the pretectum (ipsilateral retinal arborization fields 7 [AF7] and AF9), thalamus (including ipsilateral and contralateral AF2, AF4, and AF6; Robles et al., 2014) , the contralateral tectum, the ipsilateral tegmentum (including the oculomotor nucleus and nucleus of the medial longitudinal fascicle), medulla oblongata (ipsilateral and contralateral nucleus of the isthmi), and ipsilateral and contralateral reticular formation.
To develop a binary ''bar code'' classification system, we noted, for every tectal projection neuron, the presence or absence of a collateral arbor in each of the 17 annotated regions. We then applied hierarchical clustering and identified seven distinct classes of tectofugal collateralization patterns (projection classes I through VII; Figure 4 ; Figure S4D ; Video S2). We decided to further split class VI to distinguish cells that project to the hindbrain (class VI-b) from those that do not (class VI-a). When considering each cell's dendritic stratification in the tectum, these seven projection classes are further refined into 29 subclasses ( Figure 3D ; Figure S5 ). Twenty-seven of the 29 ''morphotypes'' were found more than once; two were singlets. This suggests that our sample size is not exhaustive and that more types could be discovered through continued labeling efforts. Nevertheless, we show here that tectal projection neurons in larval zebrafish assume highly diverse shapes and connectivity patterns.
Tectofugal Fibers with Diverse Morphologies Are Topographically Organized within the Ipsilateral Tectobulbar Tract To visualize the brain regions innervated by each of our tectal projection classes, we quantified the density of neurite branching (as a proxy for areas containing synaptic partners) using Strahler numbers (Vormberg et al., 2017) along each of the 133 traced neurons ( Figure 3C ). In short, terminal branches of a neurite (''leaves'') have Strahler numbers of 1, and the Strahler number increases toward the cell body (''root'') (Figures S4E and S4F) . Using spatial information of the arbor terminals outside the tectum, we generated color density maps for each class (Figures 3F and 4) . This enabled us to draw a mesoscale wiring diagram of tectal outputs ( Figure S5 ), revealing how morphologically distinct projection neurons of the tectum contact different downstream circuits.
The most caudal areas in the reticular formation coincide with the foci of activity following tectum stimulation and are likely recipients of tectal premotor commands. We therefore investigated, in greater detail, the positioning of the axons that project to the caudal hindbrain within the tectobulbar tracts (iTB and cTB; classes III, IV, V, and VI-b). All class IV axons cross the midline, and all but one project to the hindbrain within the cTB. Interestingly, only 8 of the 78 tectobulbar axons in our sample belong to this class (light blue in Figures 3E, 3F and 4 ). Without exception, these axons form collaterals in the region of the nucleus of the medial longitudinal fascicle and the oculomotor nucleus, suggesting that they carry a specific behavioral function related to eye movements, tail posture, or swimming speed (Severi et al., 2014; Thiele et al., 2014) . Of the remaining 69 ipsilaterally projecting axons, class VI-b axons take the most medial positions in the iTB and send collaterals to the non-retinorecipient thalamus and the tegmentum (magenta in Figures 3E, 3F , and 4). Class V axons (dark blue in Figures 3E, 3F , and 4) assume lateral positions in the iTB; these axons send collaterals to the tegmentum and the pretectum near the optic tract (dark blue in Figures 3E, 3F , and 4). Class III axons are the most numerous and are probably a heterogeneous group (n = 56; cyan in Figures 3E, 3F, and 4); they are also positioned laterally in the iTB, intermingled with class V axons. Unlike the other two iTB-projecting classes, V and VI, whose dendrites are restricted to deep layers Figure S4A ), determined by their main projection targets, with 29 subclasses differing in final target structures (compare the wiring diagram in Figure S5 ). The number of cells for each subclass is indicated below the table.
(E) Cellular atlas of tectal projection neurons, visualized by color-coding every cell by its projection class. (F) Main arborization targets for every main projection class, determined by kernel density estimation of the last 10 points of neurons' skeletons with Strahler numbers of 1 (leaves) for points outside of the tectum (more detailed information in Figure S4 ). The scale bar represents 100 mm. See also Figures S4 and S5. of the tectum, class III neurons stratify, as a population, in all layers of the tectum. The distinct morphologies, connectivities, and axon trajectories of tectal projection neurons suggest fundamental differences in their function.
Behavioral Functions Can Be Assigned to Morphological Classes of Tectal Projection Neurons
To test whether the different tracts within the iTB encode different functional information, we combined visual stimulation and calcium imaging to record responses to prey-like, dimming, brightening, and looming stimuli ( Figure 5A ). We imaged Gal4s1013t;UAS:GCaMP6s fish at different planes within and below the tectum, paying particular attention to the level of the iTB (200-250 mm from the dorsal surface). Although we observed soma-level GCaMP6s signals scattered across the tectum for each of the stimuli employed ( Figure 5B, left) , the tectofugal projections showed spatially segregated response profiles. Axons running in the medial iTB (iTB-M) responded maximally to dimming and looming stimuli, whereas the lateral portion of the iTB (iTB-L) was tuned preferentially to prey-like stimuli (Figure 5B , right). This organization was consistent throughout many planes and during multiple repetitions of the stimuli ( Figure 5C ) and was significant for all fish tested (iTB-M, **p = 1.7 3 10 À6 ; iTB-L, **p = 4.7 3 10 À7 by t test for paired samples; Figure 5D ). To link this functional observation to our anatomical dataset, we registered our single-cell reference atlas to the z-stack of the GCaMP6s-imaged fish ( Figure 5E ). We found that iTB-projecting neurons of class VI-b spatially overlap with those conveying looming and dimming information. Class III and V neurons, on the other hand, match those that relay information about prey-like stimuli to the hindbrain (Figure 5E , bottom; only the more numerous class III axons were visualized in this overlay).
To directly test the prediction that class III neurons are involved in the processing of prey-like stimuli, we injected OGB1-AM into the tectum, carrying a single class III neuron labeled with BGUG. This individual class III neuron responded preferentially to a preylike stimulus, as predicted ( Figure 5F ). Together, these results confirm our hypothesis that different morphological types of tectofugal neurons, taking different routes within the iTB, convey distinct behaviorally relevant signals underlying escape or approach to the reticular formation.
The Lateral iTB Relays a Space Code to the Hindbrain via Retinotopic Ordering of Its Axons We showed above that orientation movements are finely graded depending on target location and viewing direction (Figure 1) . To investigate the topographic principles of class III axons (the candidate prey response ''channel'') in the iTB, we designed a stimulus protocol to investigate retinotopic mapping with a small dark dot (8 ), which moved on a circular trajectory (radius, 5 ; 3 rotations/s) at different positions along the horizontal (anteriorposterior) axis of the visual field ( Figure 6A ). Recordings of tectal activity confirmed the expected retinotopic organization (Figure 6B, top) . Remarkably, recording functional responses in tectofugal axons of the iTB-L revealed that retinotopic information across the anterior-posterior visual field is conserved in the tract (Figure 6B, bottom) . Pixel-by-pixel analysis of the responses showed that the retinotopic space along the anteriorposterior axis of the tectum is mapped onto the medial-lateral axis of theiTB-L ( Figure 6E, solid lines) . Although we find the predicted retinotopic organization also along the dorsal-ventral axis of the tectum, responses to different stimulus elevations appear not to be segregated among the tectofugal fibers in the iTB-L ( Figures 6F and 6G) .
This topographic organization along the mediolateral axis of the iTB-L encouraged us to examine the distribution of projection classes along this dimension. We again took advantage of our single-cell atlas, color-coding individual class III neurons with respect to their cell body position along the tectal anterior-posterior axis ( Figure 6C ; cf. Figure 6B , top; Figure S7C ). We found that axons originating from cells in the anterior tectum projected preferentially along the medial portion of the iTB-L, whereas axons from more posterior regions of the tectum projected more laterally (Figures 6D and 6E) . Functional responses to the spatial location of prey-like targets within the iTB-L can therefore be explained by the origin of the tectofugal projections of the 56 class III axons ( Figure 6E; Figures S7A and S7B) . This was especially true for the class III projections from the medial tectum (n = 31 neurons) and posterior tectum (n = 20 neurons; Pearson's correlation, 0.857 and 0.956, respectively). Class III tectal projection neurons in the anterior third of the tectum were too sparse in our sample (n = 5) to contribute measurably to this effect. This finding suggests the existence of a space code of target location in the iTB-L.
The Topography of the iTB-L Can Steer Behavioral Directionality
To test whether activity in the iTB-L can drive approach movements, we optogenetically stimulated the axons within the tract. We expressed ChR2 in the Gal4s1013t line and stimulated a small target area (roughly 16 3 16 mm 2 ) in the iTB-L using twophoton raster scanning (920 nm; Figures 7A and 7B ). We stimulated five times for 3 s (32.7 Hz, 35.2 ± 8.3 milliwatts [mW]) starting every 20 s and repeated this protocol 30 times ( Figure 7C ). As a control, we stimulated near the midline Figure S6 ). Top: single planes recorded in the tectum (left) and projections (right) with pixels color-coded by preference for prey-like or dimming/looming stimuli. Note the different responses in the iTB-M and iTB-L. Bottom: single pixel responses organized by ROIs (white dashed line). Black, average calcium response for each ROI; red: regression model. (C) Average responses of a minimum of three repetitions of the protocol for the different planes imaged, highlighting the spatial separation of prey-like and dimming/looming responses in the lateral and medial iTB. (D) Differential responses to prey-like and dimming/looming stimuli in the iTB-M and iTB-L, (iTB-M, **p = 1.7 3 10 À6 ; iTB-L, **p = 4.7 3 10 À7 by t test for paired samples). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. (E) Registration of single-cell reconstructions of class III (cyan) and VI-b (magenta) projection neurons that descend in the iTB-L and iTB-M to a z-projection of functional imaging data. The scale bar represents 25 mm. (F) Functional responses of a single class III neuron labeled with BGUG and OGB1-AM. The cell shows tuning to prey-like stimuli imaged at 800 nm and 920 nm. The scale bar represents 5 mm. See also Figure S6 . Figure 7B) , where ChR2 is not expressed. We found that photostimulation of the iTB-L reliably induced swims (53.2%), whereas the control stimulation rarely coincided with behavior (13.9%) for all fish tested (*p = 3.8 3 10 À2 ; Figures 7C and 7D) . The mean bout angles of the induced swims were similar to the previously observed approaches induced by optic fiber activation of the tectum (n = 5 fish; Figure 7E ). This suggests that axons of the lateral uncrossed tectobulbar tract carry information sufficient to drive approach swims. We finally asked whether the topographical organization of the iTB-L might influence the directionality of swim bouts. Correlating the medial-lateral position of the photostimulation with the mean bout angle of the swims, we could indeed show that the angle increased linearly as we moved the target area more laterally (corresponding to an object located in the more temporal visual field), with a highly significant correlation of 0.98 (**p = 1.3 3 10 À3 ; Figure 7F ). This observed relationship between functional topography and behavior directionality suggests that this tectofugal projection not only relays the spatial location of an attractive stimulus to hindbrain premotor areas but that it is also sufficient to finely direct tail movements orienting the animal toward the presumptive prey object.
DISCUSSION
Through a combined functional and anatomical characterization of tectal projection neurons (Lerner et al., 2016) , we show here that the zebrafish larval tectum transforms visual inputs into directed swims by sending categorical and spatial information to hindbrain premotor areas through dedicated labeled lines. To our knowledge, our study is the first to provide a cellular resolution map of the information transfer that underlies a visuomotor transformation.
Three principles have emerged from our analysis, which are summarized in Figure 8 . First, morphologically distinct populations of tectal projection neurons form at least seven output pathways to distribute information throughout the brain and to generate complex behavior. Second, categorical information is channeled along anatomically separable, uncrossed output pathways, the iTB-M and the iTB-L, which likely target different ensembles of neurons in the reticular formation ( Figure 8 ). Third, focal activity in neurons projecting within the lateral portion of the iTB encodes the position of an attractive object and is sufficient to direct tail movements orienting the animal toward the stimulus. Such a space code forms the output of the tectal motor map and can be matched to the anatomical wiring of this projection (Figure 8, right) . Thus, graded positional information about the stimulus in visual space is carried forward through the tectal processing layers to the reticular formation, mediating graded motor outputs.
Activation of the zebrafish tectum is sufficient to drive either approach or escape maneuvers, as observed in other vertebrates using electrical stimulation (Dean et al., 1986; Herrero et al., 1998; du Lac and Knudsen, 1990 ). Although we could not routinely evoke J-turns, as described by Fajardo et al. (2013) , we suppose that this might be due to the different transgenic line used in their study. We observed that escapes are more frequently evoked when the stimulation area is in the posterior region of the tectum, similar to what has been reported in goldfish (Herrero et al., 1998) . Approaches, on the other hand, are not associated with any spatial bias; the turning angle of the tail is linearly increasing when the activation focus is moved along the anterior-posterior axis of the tectum. This topographic relationship, described previously as a ''motor map'' (Freedman et al., 1996; du Lac and Knudsen, 1990) , results in a transformation of the retinotopic position of the target into a space code of movements necessary to reach it. Finally, we show that swim direction is computed by integrating the position of the target (in retinotopic coordinates) with the position of the eye, adjusting the final motor command to the animal's viewing direction. Reciprocal connectivity between the tectum and the reticular formation has been demonstrated in the goldfish (Pé rez-Pé rez et al., 2003) . It is thus conceivable that the tectum receives an efference copy from premotor areas (Waitzman et al., 1991) , which, in turn, influences its representation of target location. However, using calcium imaging of population activity, we did not detect significant differences in the induced activity of tectal neurons as a function of viewing angle. Although modulatory efference signals cannot be excluded, our results suggest that the integration of target and eye position takes place downstream of the tectum. By combining optogenetic stimulation with volumetric calcium imaging and behavioral tracking, we could identify neurons across the brain that were activated during the induced approach behavior. Active neuronal subpopulations were most prominent in, although not exclusive to, the caudal hindbrain. Previous studies have shown that this area harbors glutamatergic reticulospinal neurons of the V2a lineage whose activity is sufficient and necessary for swimming (Kimura et al., 2013) . Interestingly, a different population of V2a neurons in close proximity to the reticulospinal set are part of the velocity-to-position neural integrator (VPNI), a circuit that encodes information about eye position in zebrafish (Lee et al., 2015; Miri et al., 2011) and
primates (Dale and Cullen, 2015) . Indeed, in primates, neuronal integrator neurons have been implicated in adjusting head movements according to eye position Sparks, 2002) , and it has recently been discussed that this circuit may be homologous to that in zebrafish (Joshua and Lisberger, 2015) . In monkeys, the tectum targets different hindbrain centers for eye and head coordination (Freedman et al., 1996; Klier et al., 2003; Lee and Groh, 2012) , which keep the total gaze displacement constant (DeSouza et al., 2011) . V2a neurons in the caudal hindbrain may play a similar role in larval zebrafish.
To systematically identify the neural pathways that originate in the tectum and drive behavior, we created a comprehensive (D) Quantification of average stimulation efficiency for target (cyan) and control (gray) stimulations in three fish (*p = 3.8 3 10 À2 ). (E) Mean bout angle distributions for the most common bout types (kernel density estimation > 95%) for five fish. (F) Correlation between stimulation site and tail directionality (**p = 1.3 3 10 À3 ). Comparing the registered stimulation areas for five fish indicates a bias in bout directionality that increases with medial to lateral position in the iTB-L. The scale bar represents 50 mm. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. cellular-resolution atlas of tectal projection neurons, similar to related approaches in zebrafish and Drosophila for other brain areas (Costa et al., 2016; Robles et al., 2014) . The resulting projectome, generated by co-registering tracings of 133 individual neurons, revealed tectofugal pathways in larval zebrafish resembling those described in adult goldfish (Ebbesson and Vanegas, 1976; Meek, 1983) and mammals (Huerta and Harting, 1984) . Tectorecipient areas were tentatively identified based on arborization densities and annotated according to the neuroanatomical literature. Our approach of manual annotation and hierarchical clustering of the extra-tectal arborization patterns led to the identification of seven main projection classes covering at least 29 morphological cell types (morphotypes). Definitive proof of direct connectivity will come from staining with synaptic markers or electron microscopy reconstructions. Although the frequency of the morphotypes we reconstructed suggests that our survey is likely incomplete, we consider this atlas the first and, at the moment, the most complete classification of tectal projection neurons in any species.
We demonstrated the power of this anatomical characterization as a reference framework to register and interpret the functional data associated with visuomotor transformations. Imaging calcium responses in axon bundles in the iTB revealed a topographic arrangement; axons in the medial portion of the iTB, belonging to class VI-b projection neurons, were mostly tuned to threatening (looming or dimming) stimuli. Axons in the iTB-L, belonging to class III or V, responded most strongly to preylike stimuli. Our class III neurons resemble projection type XII neurons in adult goldfish (Meek, 1983) and appear to overlap with those that express the transcription factor Brn3a in zebrafish (Sato et al., 2007) . Class VI-b neurons resemble tectal cells projecting to the dorsal part of the pretectal area (area pretectalis pars dorsalis) and the tectobulbar tract characterized in the trout and PV+ lateral posterior thalamic nucleus (LPTN) projecting neurons in mice (Kinoshita et al., 2006; Shang et al., 2018) . This anatomical segregation of different functional responses provides a readout for the sensorimotor decision-making that is taking place in the tectum (Barker and Baier, 2015; Filosa et al., 2016; Kardamakis et al., 2015) .
To approach or orient toward an object of interest, it is essential to know the location of the target in the visual field. So how is the space code, as the output of the motor map, anatomically implemented and relayed to brain stem locomotor centers? We found that projections within the iTB-L encode the position of the target in retinal space through their topographic arrangement. Furthermore, we could show, using optogenetics, that activating the axon tract induces approach swims directed to the target in space. From these functional and optogenetic experiments, we conclude that the functional responses across the axon population encode the spatial position of the target (Hafed and Krauzlis, 2008) , which is sent via topographically arranged class III axons to dedicated premotor areas to orient the animal's behavior.
Contrary to our results, the iTB has been implicated in escape and the cTB in approach behavior in toads, gerbils, and other rodents (Dean et al., 1986; Ellard and Goodale, 1988; Ingle, 1983) . Unilateral lesions at the level of the tegmentum often resulted in A sensorimotor decision regarding looming or prey-like objects involves differential recruitment of two uncrossed output channels to the hindbrain. The uncrossed iTB-L carries spatial information about prey-like targets to hindbrain premotor pools. This space code of target location contains a graded motor command necessary to reach it. The tectofugal pathway is ipsilateral; thus, motor commands must cross the midline within the hindbrain to induce orienting movements. The involved premotor areas (green), together with the eye velocity and position neural integrator (VPNI, yellow), coordinate the tail movements while taking into account the animal's viewing direction.
only a mild effect on orienting responses but strongly affected avoidance or escape behavior (Ellard and Goodale, 1988; King and Comer, 1996) . However, in these studies, sectioning the cTB in a tegmental area at the level of the tectobulbar decussation only partially abolished approaches. Consequently, it had been proposed that approach movements might be mediated by additional pathways, including the iTB (Ellard and Goodale, 1988; Kostyk and Grobstein, 1987) . This discrepancy could be addressed in future studies with transgenic lines that specifically label subpopulations of tectal projection neurons. At least for larval zebrafish, we show here that the lateral uncrossed tectobulbar tract, iTB-L, is sufficient to induce goal-directed approaches, similar to results of electrical stimulations in the lateral midbrain reticular formation (MRF) of the carp (Uematsu and Todo, 1997) and goldfish (Luque et al., 2008) , a region where iTB neurons project.
Interestingly, contraversive approach swims can be induced by ipsilaterally descending projections from the tectum, and, similar to observations in rats (Westby et al., 1990) , we detected no visual responses in contralateral descending projections. This raises the question of how this ipsilateral stream crosses the midline to activate reticulospinal neurons on the other side of the brain. Many neurons in the hindbrain of zebrafish larvae are known to have contralaterally projecting axons, including T-reticular interneurons, which contact descending reticulospinal populations (Kimmel et al., 1985; Koyama et al., 2011) , and the V2a neurons of the VPNI (Lee et al., 2015) . Furthermore, neurons in the MRF have been demonstrated to have commissural projections to the contralateral hindbrain (Wang et al., 2017) . Some of these commissural neurons are candidates for transmitting tectum-generated motor commands.
Recently, a relationship between age and swimming speed has been demonstrated in V2a neurons . Given the close proximity of iTB axons and V2a neurons, which both reside in a narrow medial-ventral window in the caudal hindbrain, the iTB-L topography could differentially influence the swimming speed, steering the directionality of the approaches. Future studies should also address how this topographic wiring in the iTB-L is formed and whether it is directed via axon guidance molecules or is a result of similar topographic age ordering in the tectum (Hall and Tropepe, 2018) .
Little is known about how tectal cell types are wired to route behavior selection and to generate orienting movements. We show here that labeled lines of tectal projection neurons are used to send behavior-coding information to hindbrain premotor areas. In the future, it will be interesting to dissect how this space code is translated by reticulospinal neurons to fine-tune motor activity (Dal Maschio et al., 2017; Vanwalleghem et al., 2018) . Studies in the larval zebrafish brain are poised to provide unique insights into the neural substrate of goal-directed behavior.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: mainly overnight) before the experiment. For some functional imaging experiments, we anesthetized fish (0.02% tricaine -MS-222, Sigma-Aldrich) and surgically removed one eye ( Figure 5 ) with two sterile 25G needles the day before the embedding to avoid detection of luminance changes via the contralateral eye ( Figure S6 ). Before acquiring confocal stacks, fish were anesthetized with 0.02% tricaine.
Single-cell reconstructions and generation of the brain atlas After a first embedding, larvae were initially screened using a Carl Zeiss LSM-700 confocal microscope for single GFP labeled projection neurons and positive larvae were re-embedded and properly oriented to record a confocal stack (640.17 3 640.17 mm 2 mostly captured at 1024 3 1024 pixels, 1 mm in z, GFP at 488 nm, RFP at 543 nm) of the entire brain (Figure 3) . The collected neurons were then traced using the software neuTube (Build1.0z) and confirmed by a second trained tracer. All registrations were performed with the Computational Morphometry toolkit (CMTK -https://www.nitrc.org/projects/cmtk/) using the following code: -awr 01 -T30 -X52 -C8 -G120 -R3 -A'-accuracy 0.8' -W'-accuracy 0.8'. To generate the standard brain (elavl3:lyn-tagRFP), we averaged the RFP channel of 30 registered fish brains. All stacks were registered to this standard brain and the warp-and-affine registration was applied to the traced neurons using the reformatx command of the R package nat (Jefferis and Manton, 2014) . Custom-written Python code was used to mirror neurons along a manually defined plane along the midline of the fish and to visualize single neurons or the complete atlas (Python Mayavi library). To determine arborization densities of neurons, we calculated Strahler numbers of each neuron and applied a kernel density estimation to all neurite points that were labeled as endpoints of ''leaves'' (last 10 points within a segment of Strahler number 1 -red points in the axon of Figure 3C ) within one projection class.
Single-photon light fiber optogenetic experiments and behavior classification
Optogenetic experiments (Figure 1) were performed as described before . Briefly, a 50 mm light fiber (M42L05, Thorlabs) was positioned via a microcontroller (MC1000e, Siskiyou) and connected to a laser beam combiner (Lighthub, Omicron) to either stimulate (473 nm, LuxX 80 mW, Omicron) or photoconvert (405 nm, LuxX 60 mW, Omicron) neurons in the tectum. The protocol consisted of a stimulation phase of three seconds with blue light (473 nm, 30-40 mW/mm 2 ), while a camera (Pike F032B, Allied Vision Technologies) recorded the induced tail and eye movements for six seconds at 344 fps. For every fish, a minimum of 20 trials were recorded within intervals of 1 minute between stimulations. Afterward the light source was switched to UV (405 nm) for 5 minutes to photoactivate paGFP in the cells of the stimulated region. It is important to note that the extent of the paGFP label does not match the photostimulated volume due to the different scattering properties of blue (for ChR2) and ultraviolet light (for paGFP) in the tissue (Arrenberg et al., 2009) , as well as different activation thresholds of the two types of actuators. After the experiments, confocal stacks were acquired for every fish. To analyze the photoactivated area, the stacks were first registered to one exemplar fish using the s1013t:Gal4 x UAS:ChR2-mCherry pattern (CMTK, -awr 0102 -T30 -X52 -C8 -G120 -R3 -A'-accuracy 0.8' -W'-accuracy 0.8' -s), and all registered stacks were then averaged. In a second round, we affine-registered the original stacks to this average brain (CMTK, -ar 0102 -l af -v -T30 -X52 -C8 -G120 -R3 -A'-accuracy 0.8'). Using the aligned paGFP channel, we calculated the center of mass of the photoactivated paGFP cell bodies (Python scipy.ndimage library), which was normalized along the anterior-posterior axis of the tectum. For the behavioral classification, a custom written tail-tracking algorithm was used to map approximately 30-40 points along the tail. Tail curvature was extracted as the angle between the base and the tip of the tail (Semmelhack et al., 2014) . To extract bout features, we calculated the maximum tail angle and the mean bout angle, which was defined as the integral of the first three tail oscillations. A DBSCAN algorithm was used to cluster the first triggered bouts after the stimulation onset using these two parameters (Python scikit-learn library). To extract the eye angles, we calculated the image moments inside a rectangle drawn around each individual eye (OpenCV). This angle was then normalized to the minimum and maximum angle detected throughout all recordings of each individual fish.
Combined optogenetics and calcium imaging
To combine 1-photon optogenetics with 2-photon calcium imaging (Figure 2 ) (Femtonics 3DRC microscope, Femtonics, Tuzlo, Hungary), we glued a micro prism (90 0.2 3 0.2 3 0.2 mm, Z€ und Precision Optics AG) to a 25 mm light fiber (M67L02, Thorlabs) placed below the objective (20x XLUMPLFLN Olympus, NA 1.00, WD 2.0 mm). This enabled stimulation (488 nm) of tectal neurons perpendicular to the axis of the optic fiber (compare Murayama et al., 2007) . To combine stimulation with blue light and functional recordings, the light was pulsed during the galvo turnaround period between lines of bidirectional scanning (10 ms). During the 90 s of functional recordings, the tail was tracked online at approximately 300 fps (MQ003MG-CM, XIMEA GmbH) by finding maximum pixel values of 10 arcs spaced along the tail (Severi et al., 2014) . The optogenetic stimulation was turned on manually and off automatically when the tail started to move, via a custom-written Python software. After the experiment, bouts were detected from the tail traces and classified as ''during stimulation'' (only the first bout) or ''spontaneous.'' To clean the data from outliers, we applied a kernel density estimation (Python scipy.stats library) on a 2D representation of maximum amplitude and mean bout angle of all bouts during the stimulation. All bouts within a density higher than 95% where then assigned as induced bouts. Imaging data were motion-corrected twice using the CaImAn package (Giovannucci et al., 2018; Pnevmatikakis and Giovannucci, 2017) , by first correcting each single trial and second all concatenated trials of each plane. To analyze neuronal activity across the brain, we wrote a custom Python script that segments single ROIs via correlations of pixel fluorescent time series with neighboring pixels inspired by Portugues et al., 2014 . Briefly, as a first step we calculated for the whole image local correlations of a pixel's time series with its surrounding pixels (correlation map). This correlation map was used to start a seeding algorithm, beginning at the pixel with the largest correlation value defined as the seeding pixel. The segmentation algorithm correlated the time series of the four neighboring pixels to the seeding pixel and if the correlation value passes a threshold the neighbor pixel was incorporated in the ROI. Iteratively, the ROI grows by correlating new neighboring pixels to the added pixels in the ROI, and the correlation threshold is adaptively increased or decreased until the number of pixels lies in between a lower and upper pre-defined size threshold of a typical cell. If the correlation threshold decreases below a defined value (0.2) the segmentation of this ROI was stopped and all pixels were considered as noise. As soon as one ROI is completed, the segmentation algorithm starts with the next seeding pixel (the next maximum in the correlation map). The time series of each ROI was analyzed using linear regression (from the Python scikit-learn library) and is explained in detail in Figure S3 .
Briefly, regressors were created by generating time series that are set to zero for all time points except the time points of stimulation or behavior (bouts), which are set to one (for all stimuli during the imaging, as well as the behavioral responses -compare Figure S3 ). These regressors are then convolved with a kernel describing the GCaMP response function (GCaMP6s, tau-off = 2.5 s; H2B-GCaMP6s, tau-off = 7 s), in order to mimic the actual expected functional response. The functional responses of the ROIs or equally for single pixels were then analyzed using ordinary least-squares linear regression, y = a + b 0 x 0 + b 1 x 1 + ., where y represents the functional response, a represents the intercept (baseline offset), b the coefficients (slope) and x the regressors. The coefficients of determination (R 2 ), were calculated using the model prediction (a+bx) such as 1-(sum((response-prediction) 2 )/sum((responsemean(response)) 2 ) (see also -sklearn.linear_model.LinearRegression). The coefficients and the R 2 were then used to compute a score = coefficient * R 2 for each regressor.
In a different set of experiment ( Figure S2 ) we used the very same technique to combine optogenetics with calcium imaging, but in addition to the tail we also tracked the eye movements (ellipsoid fitting) using custom written software (OpenCV). The optogenetic stimulation is triggered whenever the eyes are in either one of the stable configurations following the reorientation events. Again, the functional images were motion corrected (CaImAn) and ROIs were extracted as described before. Functional responses of the ROIs were then analyzed using ordinary least-squares linear regression (Python scikit-learn library) with the regressors created from the photostimulation protocol. The coefficients of regression (response amplitude) for each ROI were then analyzed for the two conditions, whether the eye was rotated nasally or temporally before the stimulation onset.
Two-photon optogenetics
For local stimulation of tectofugal axon populations, we used two-photon laser scanning over a small rectangular ROI (920 nm). The stimulation area (264.13 ± 60.95 mm 2 ) was manually defined, and different stimulation sites were probed to induce behavior. To this end, the tail was tracked online to evaluate the stimulation efficiency. The protocol consisted of 100 s of recording, while every 20 s the shutter opened and the target ROI was stimulated for 3 s (33.9 ± 2.8 Hz, 35.2 ± 8.3 mW). A minimum of 30 trials of 100 s were recorded for each fish. After the experiment, we analyzed the behavior as before and grouped the bouts into induced and spontaneous behavior, and an average mean bout angle for the induced behavior was calculated for each fish. The stimulation area was quantified by aligning the ChR2-mCherry expression in the stimulated plane of individual fish via landmark registration (Fiji, align image by line ROI plugin). We then calculated the center of mass of each stimulation ROI and normalized the position to the medial-lateral axis of the iTB-L.
Functional recordings of responses to visual stimuli
Visual stimuli were projected onto a white diffusive screen using the red channel of a LED projector (LG, Model No. PA72G). Stimuli were generated using PsychoPy2 (http://www.psychopy.org/) and consisted either of a dimming (red to black, 1 s), brightening (black to red, 1 s), prey-like (8 deg, 56.3 deg/s, black on red or red on black) or a black looming stimulus (expanding 30 deg/s). In some experiments, we used solely a prey-like stimulus turning in a circular trajectory (8 deg, radius of circular motion 2 deg, 3 rotations/ sec) in three different positions (À45, 0, 45 deg) of the anterior to posterior visual field. Imaging data were motion-corrected twice using the CaImAn package as described before. Detected calcium responses were analyzed pixel-wise, and regressors were created for each stimulus and the recorded behavior. The regressors were convolved with a GCaMP6s kernel (described previously), and linear regression (Python scikit-learn) was used to calculate a score (coefficient * R 2 ) of all regressors to the functional responses of each pixel. In experiments, using prey-like or looming/dimming stimuli ( Figure 5 ), the maximum coefficient of either looming or dimming and the maximum of the two prey-like stimuli was considered for the score. The scores were then normalized to the overall maximum of the image, and an RGB image was created (Red = looming/dimming, Green = prey-like score - Figure 5 , Red = posterior, Green = medial, Blue = anterior position score - Figure 6 ). For measurements of the topography (Figure 6 ), we hue-shifted the RGB image (30 deg) for better visualization. To calculate average responses per plane (minimum of 3 trials), we averaged the different trials and weighted every pixel by its R 2 .
Registration of projection neurons to calcium imaging data Average projections of functional imaging planes were registered to a confocal stack of the same fish using a custom Python script. Briefly, the average GCaMP6s projection was scaled and rotated to match the confocal stack and the best corresponding plane of the confocal stack was found using template matching (Python scikit-image library). Next, the average projection was registered to the confocal plane using affine registration provided by SimpleElastix (http://simpleelastix.github.io/). The transformations were then applied to the calculated scores (RGB images) of the functional responses, leading to a confocal stack that carries functional information of the imaged planes. In a second round of registration, the average expression pattern of four Gal4s1013t X UAS:GCaMP6s fish (already registered to the standard brain) were registered to the confocal stack of the functionally imaged fish using CMTK (-awr 0102 -T30 -X52 -C8 -G120 -R3 -A'-accuracy 0.8' -W'-accuracy 0.8'), and the transformation was applied to all projection neurons. As a result, projection neurons were registered in the same space as the functional data.
Combined functional imaging with anatomical reconstruction For this purpose, we acquired confocal stacks of 200 BGUG-positive larvae to identify those with a single GFP-labeled class III neuron (15 out of 200). On the identified and anesthetized fish (0.02% tricaine -MS-222, Sigma-Aldrich) with class III neurons labeled, we injected OGB-1AM (O6807, Invitrogen) dissolved in 4ml 20% pluronic in DMSO (P3000MP, Invitrogen) and diluted 1:5 with Ringer solution (compare Avitan et al., 2016) , in the tectum via bolus loading. We took special care to control the level of staining to avoid OGB overwhelming the BGUG signal, which could not be avoided in many cases. This typically leads to a rather sparse OGB-1AM labeling that frequently doesn't label the BGUG positive cell (1 positive OGB1-AM+BGUG class III, out of 15). After one hour of recovery, we imaged at the 2P microscope the functional responses of the class III neuron (protocol as described before) at both 920 nm to identify the cell and 800 nm to distinguish the EGFP signal from the OGB1 staining (Brondi et al., 2012) .
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
For statistical tests we used the Python SciPy library. Statistical significance across fish was tested by either two-sided paired t tests ( Figures 1I, 4D, 6D) , two-sided one-sample t test ( Figure 2F ), Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Figures 1E) or linear regression (Figures 1G and 7F) . When data from multiple fish were compared, we used average values to assure independent measurements. Fish with strong expression were preferentially selected for the experiments. All error bars represent SEM.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
All custom software will be made available upon request. The traces of the 133 tectal projection neurons will be made available via a web browser as part of a broader atlas effort.
